TEXTBOOK & STATIONERY REQUIREMENTS

YEAR 10 - 2016

Notes
- ALL TEXT BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE ON THE TEXTBOOK HIRE SCHEME
- Other minimum requirements include: ruler, pencil, eraser (Staedtler, Rasoplast or similar), pens or biros (black, blue and red), USB Flash Drive
- All stationery requirements are sold at the College Bookshop unless otherwise indicated.
- A Student Record Book will be issued to each Student.

CORE SUBJECTS

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
10RE  Text: No set Text
Specific Stationery: Exercise book – 96 Page A4

ENGLISH
10ENG  Text: The Australian Dictionary & Thesaurus –Oxford
Novels will be issued in class. (All preceding novels MUST be returned before issue of the next).
Specific Stationery: Exercise book – 96 Page A4

MATHEMATICS
10MAT/MATEXT  Text: Essential Maths Yr 10 for the Australian Curriculum
Specific Stationery:
- Exercise book – 96 Page A4
- Casio Scientific Calculator fx-82ES PLUSbk
- Geometric (Maths) Set
- Pens, Pencils, Eraser, Ruler in a Pencil Case

SCIENCE
10SCI  Text: Pearson Science 10
Specific Stationery: Exercise book – 96 Page A4

HISTORY
10HIS  Text: Pearson History Yr 10 Student Book/Reader Combo Pack
Specific Stationery: Exercise book – 96 Page A4
ELECTIVES

ADVANCED SPORTS PROGRAM

10HPEC  
Text: Flexibook Workbook to be issued in class  
Specific Stationery:  
Exercise book – 96 Page A4

BUSINESS EDUCATION

10BUS  
Text: Booklets produced by Marymount College  
Specific Stationery:  
Exercise book – 96 Page A4

CERTIFICATE 1 IN BUSINESS

10BSB107C1  
Text: Competency Booklets produced by Marymount College  
Specific Stationery:  
Display Folder

DANCE

10DAN  
Text: Text will be issued when required.  
Specific Stationery:  
Exercise book – 96 Page A4  
Practical Uniform:  
FEMALE:  
• Full length or ¾ dance pants/tights/tights under shorts (preferably black)  
• Full length dance top/gym singlet or Marymount Dance T-shirt or similar T-shirt (preferably black)  
MALE:  
• Shorts or track pants  
• Marymount Dance T-shirt or similar (preferably black)  
Marymount Dance T-shirts will be available through the College Bookshop for $15.00 – NOT COMPULSORY

Drama

10DRA  
Text: The following will be issued when required:  
Juice (Playlab)  
Specific Stationery:  
No specific requirements
FOOD TECHNOLOGY

10FTEC  
Text: Food by Design – For years 7 - 10  
Specific Requirements:  
Red, Blue & Black pens  
Glue, Scissors  
Exercise book – 96 Page A4  
Display Folder for Workplans

FOOD & TEXTILE DESIGN

10FTD  
Text: Nelson Textiles Technology – Christine Castle et al  
Sewing Basics – Sandra Bardwell  
Eating for Life - Cambridge  
Specific Stationery:  
Exercise book – 96 page A4  
Visual Art Diary A4 (for Journal)  
Red, Blue & Black Pens  
Scissors & Glue  
Coloured pencils

FRENCH

Text: Quoi de Neuf 3 & 4 - Student Book  
Quoi de Neuf 3 & 4 - Activity Book  
Quoi de Neuf 2 – Activity Book  
Specific Stationery:  
Exercise book – 96 Page A4  
Display folder

GEOGRAPHY

10GEO  
Text: Pearson Geography Yr 10  
Specific Stationery:  
Exercise book – 96 Page A4

GRAPHICS

10GRA  
Text: No set Text  
Specific Stationery:  
Pencils – HB, 2H & 2B  
Eraser – Staedtler, Rasoplast (or similar)  
A4 Visual Art Diary

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

10HPE  
Text: Class set available  
Specific Stationery:  
Exercise book – 96 Page A4
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY - METAL

10ITDC  
Text:  Workshop Technologies: Metals & Electricity  
       Metals and Electricity Workbook 2  

Specific Stationery:  
       HB pencil

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY - WOOD

10ITD  
Text:  Junior Workshop A & B - 2nd Edition OR Workshop Technologies:  
       A Combined Study  
       Wood and Plastics Workbook 2  

Specific Stationery:  
       HB pencil

INFORMATION COMMUNICATION AND TECHNOLOGY

10ICT  
Text:  No set text  
Text will be given to students during the year when required.  

Specific Stationery:  
       Ear Phones (not available from College Bookshop)  
       USB Flash Drive  
       Exercise book – 96 Page A4

JAPANESE

10JAP  
Text:  Obento Deluxe – Williams et al (Nelson)  
       Obento Deluxe Workbook – carried over from Yr 9  
       The following will be issued in Term 3:  
       Obento Supreme – Fakunaga et al (Nelson)  
       Obento Supreme Workbook  

Specific Stationery:  
       Exercise book – 96 Page A4  
       Coloured Pencils  
       Ruler

MEDIA

10MED  
Text:  Film – Analysis Handbook – Thomas Caldwell (Insight)  

Specific Stationery:  
       Exercise book – 96 Page A4  
       Or Lecture Pad (not available from Bookshop)  
       500Gb External Hard Drive (not available from Bookshop)
### MUSIC

**Text:** Musical Concepts – Music 1 Aural Skills – H Galettis (Jacaranda)

**Specific Stationery:**
- Spirax Music Book - No.567
- Exercise book – 96 Page A4
- Display folder
- Black Pen
- Pencil – 2B
- Eraser
- Capo (for Guitarists only) (not available from Bookshop)
- Guitar pick (for Guitarists only)

### MUSIC EXTENTION

**Text:** Musical Concepts – Music 1 Aural Skills – H Galettis (Jacaranda)

**Specific Stationery:**
- Spirax Music Book - No.567
- Exercise book – 96 Page A4
- Display folder
- Black Pen
- Pencil – 2B
- Eraser
- Capo (for Guitarists only) (not available from Bookshop)
- Guitar pick (for Guitarists only)

### VISUAL ART

**Text:** Will be issued when required

**Specific Stationery:**
- A3 Visual Art Diary - 100 leaf
- Lead pencils - 2B & 6B
- Scissors
- Eraser
- Coloured pencils
- Set of paint brushes – Compulsory (available from the Art Department)